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Book your spot on a Wildlife Coast Cruises whale watching cruise for your chance to
have an experience just like this. Limited spaces for the remaining Phillip Island season
but Wilsons Promontory cruises available in Spring. Book online. If land viewing is
more your thing check out the Whale Discovery Trail map on page 11.
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Some Costly Myths of Share Market Investing
There are many self-perpetuating myths about investing in
the share market and these, over the years, have become
accepted as the truth. Even within the industry this is the case
and this means that investors don’t make the best of what is
arguably the best and most reliable place to invest over the
long term.
The biggest myth is the term “Blue Chip” to describe the best
of the best. For a start, the term Blue Chip derives from the
highest value chips in poker games, so in reality it should
mean the biggest gamble. In investing it is now used to
describe a good company, ergo a good investment. This
however is based on the size and reputation of said company,
not necessarily on its performance. Investing in “Blue Chip”
companies solely on reputation is not the best approach.
Between February 2006 and February 2016 the top 10 blue
chips (ASX 10 Index) returned zero growth. Given that CSL
made over 1900 percent in the same time, the other nine
companies would have been expensive investments were
they bought and held for those year. Merely accepting that
because a company is well known, big and pays dividends
that it is a good investment is one of the most naïve decision
an investor can make.
Another myth is that the big banks are good investments and
always have been. I have found that the dogmatic belief in
this is one of the biggest factors in the average investor not
only missing out on making money, but actually losing quite a
lot over the years. In looking at absolute returns (growth plus
dividends) the big banks have been better than market
average about six years in the last twenty, and share prices
have been totally corelated with the level of dividends. In the
last six years the total return has seen a decline of 35.6%
including the very positive value of reinvesting dividends.
National Bank passed $30 for the first time in 2001 and
closed the year at $30.28. Since then it has lost money in 12
of the subsequent 18 full years and is now $18.67. Apart from
CBA the other banks have fared similarly. The CBA has
performed better, but not greatly. The big factor is that the
share price reflected the level of dividends and ever
increasing payout ratios. This is not sustainable in the longer
term and we are now seeing that play out. Those of us with
long memories can remember that in 1993 the ANZ could not
issue more shares without making them partly paid initially,
and Westpac almost went broke. No, banks are not always
good investments.
Moving on, a third myth is that BHP (and RIO et al) is a great
investment and worth keeping for ever. The truth is that all
our resource companies, of which BHP and RIO are the two
biggest (and BHP the biggest in the world) are price takers,
not price makers and resources are a cyclical investment.
Prices go up and down with the economic cycle. The BHP
price will reflect the value of commodity prices, not the intrinsic value of the company and it will go up and down accordingly. From $45 in 2008 to $14 in 2016 and back to $35 for
example. Is that a good investment?
Only if you sold at a high price and bought back at a low
price. Yes, BHP and RIO are great businesses but there are
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times when you want them and times when you don’t. An
investor may hold some of the company shares continuously
but the only long term reliable method to make money from
resource shares is to buy low and sell high. And NEVER buy
resource shares solely for dividends. When thing go bad
which they will, you can be sure the dividends will stop. There
are many more myths (such as “You haven’t lost money until
you sell the share”) that people and advisers relate as the
truth. Investors need to be able to distinguish reality from
what it is they would like to believe is the truth, and that is
very difficult. We all have inbuilt biases and these flavour our
perceptions. And our perceptions are our truths.
An investor and an adviser must both look at the reality,
however ugly that may seem, even develop a small degree of
scepticism. Any investment is only good to the extent it will
give you what you want in the future. What it did yesterday
has gone, and is only valuable as a guide. Many investments
are like shooting stars – flitting across our skies but fading
soon after. Some are far from exciting and never make much
noise, but keep on achieving. Have you heard of Washington
Soul Pattinson? This is the second longest listed business of
the Australian Stock Exchange after BHP and has not
reduced its dividend in more than 40 years, one of only two
companies to achieve that.
Being objective is difficult but is essential in making buy/sell
decisions. Reputation is one thing, but it’s performance that
will achieve your ends, and they are definitely not one the
and the same.
Any advice offered in this article is of a general nature only
and does not take into account any reader’s personal
circumstances. Before acting on anything herein, you are
advised to get professional advice as to whether the course
of action is appropriate for you.
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A classic crime story from our
esteemed crime writer,
Leon Herbert

I SPY WITH MY LITTLE EYE
The man in the dock was silent for what cannot have been more
than a second, even though it seemed an eternity. Then, in the
precise grammatical language of a person who has reached
fluency in an adopted tongue after years of training and study, he
quietly made his statement.
"My Lord, " he said gently, " I have committed crimes for which I
am charged and I expect sentence. I have also committed other
crimes which are not crimes in the eyes of the law-crimes against
my friends.When I asked my counsel to put certain facts before
you, I did not do it because I wanted to lighten my sentence. I did
it in order to atone for those other crimes. I also want to thank
the Governor and the staff of the prison for the considerate
treatment they have given me".
Those were the last words spoken in public by Emil Klause Fuchs,
without doubt the greatest political criminal in history, for he
altered the international scene , founded a new situation in the
eternal war for power, and caused consternation in the chancelleries of a score of capitals. He had created a world crises with a
dozen words spoken to a British security agent one afternoon in
January 1950.
"I have told the Russians the method of making the atomic
bomb," he confessed.
Never before have the world's eyes been focused on an Old Bailey Court with such intensity as on March 1, 1950. They were
watching the ancient precepts of British justice grapple with this
new evil of twenty- century disquiet.
The Lord Chief Justice, Lord Goddard, heard the case. His scarlet
and ermine garb, virtually identical with that of his predecessors
in centuries past, the medieval pageantry of mace and swordbearers, the quaint yet momentous legal phraseology which
opened the proceedings contrasting strangely with the bizarre
world and modern science and the terrifying forces of ideology
which had brought Emil Klause Fuchs to Court.
Leroy, Phillip Island's resident sleuth, was regaling his copper
mate Inspector Flint and other mates, while observing social
distancing -Flint, who loved spy stories, particularly in movies
featuring Matt Damon or Daniel Craig, would not have been
excited or even interested to listen to the retired barrister
account of the trial of a famous spy in the "old days", but his
more mature audience of close friends enjoying a light lunch in a
cafe on idyllic Phillip Island sat enthralled as their memories cast
back to those days , when, as the author John Le Carre might
have put it, " men were men but spies were special", and not
least the significance of the atomic bomb and the horrific
consequences of its deployment.
The trial lasted a mere ninety minutes. Legally it was a simple
case. There was only one witness. Neither prosecution nor
defence felt the need for histrionics. The Judge's summing up

was masterly, but the very fact that Fuchs had pleaded guilty
stripped much of the need for dramatic displays of oratory by
counsel. Yet, Leroy stressed, the case would remain in the pages
of history long after the murderers, gangsters and the ordinary
run of professional crooks had been forgotten.
Fuchs had the appearance of a man whose soul was already dead
within him. Such utter mental desolation was seldom seen as in
the remote, faraway light of his eyes. His face was pale, but not
unnaturally so. His mouth, immobile and rigid, was that of a kindly
and sensitive man. No one could avoid being impressed by his
splendid forehead- the sort of skull that would have delighted a
Rodin. Some journalists referred to him as a second Einstein and
opined that the misguided scientist was one of humanity's greatest brains and his current appearance the result of a belated
conscience.
Fuchs was born in Germany. When Hitler came to power he fled
to France. Tragedy beset his family, and his father was arrested by
the Gestapo. In the autumn of 1933 he arrived penniless and in
utter despair in England. He survived however to become a
brilliant student and very personable and in 1941 was invited to
help with intricate mathematical problems undertaken at
Birmingham University- there he signed the Official Secrets Act
and started on work connected to the atomic bomb which led to
him travelling extensively. He believed Russia to be a gallant ally
of his adopted country and was committed to that country's
ideology- he became determined to help her- it was not long
before he was noticed and conscripted by the Russian Intelligence
Agency who were not not slow to appreciate his value and
allegiance to the Soviet expansionary plans. And so Fuchs, acting
out of New York, England and also Sante Fe, where tests were
carried out, met covertly from time to time with Russian agents to
hand over information and to deliver the formula for the world's
deadliest bomb.
As Russia was Britain's fighting ally when Fuch's began his activities he could not be hanged; the maximum penalty was fourteen
years, whch was what he received. A brilliant mind and for a time
a brilliant spy who just lost the plot!
Hopefully readers of the Vibe will enjoy this true story and
condone its replacement of my customary whodunit". Leon.
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I’m SO angry right now! I could spit fire!!
This month I'd like to talk about strong emotions, we all have
them.
Particularly now, with this worldwide situation that’s at hand.
The question I have is, how can we use our strong emotions to be
more healthy, productive and happy?
When I was working on board ships there were situations that really
burned me up.
I would get so angry about the food not being very healthy; or the
immigration process being so long and drawn out for the crew; or
the passengers not doing what we asked them to do during boat
drill.
It all seems silly now, I mean, who cares if the passengers don’t
want to put their life jacket on?
Why can’t they eat a slice of pizza and drink their cocktail, while I
tell them the safety instructions? The ship probably won’t sink this
cruise. Right? (read more in my book: Finding my Soul at Sea). Right
now there are LOTS of strong emotions being expressed within our
families, within our communities and in the world.
Anger. Frustration. Fear. Anxiety.
Strong emotion ... what does it mean?

Well, essentially it means THIS matters to me! It means I care about
this person, job, situation or relationship A LOT.
I’d like to offer a suggestion, based on the teachings of Abraham
Hicks.
Together let's practice revelling in the positive AND the negative
emotions.
The idea is to REALLY sink in and feel both.
Squashing the negative emotions only makes it worse. Right?
The more you try to stop being angry or afraid the more you feel.
So, why not practice ‘milking the juice’ from ALL of our emotions.
Abraham Hicks suggests that we practice sitting with and rolling
around in our strong emotions. When you feel angry, sad, anxious,
or fearful try to take a moment (a small step back) and say:
“ohhhhhhh I’m soooo angry right now .... I’m soooooo ....
aaaaarrghhh ... I could spit fire! I feel like I might burst!! I really,
really, really feel (name your emotion) ....”
NAME it ... SPEAK it ... HONOUR it.
And your inner being will say “Ohhhhh this is gonna get good ...”
When there is conscious awareness of your emotions (and therefore your desire), you can use it as a springboard to shift forward.
When we feel strongly about something it means there is A LOT of
momentum behind it.
And there's no point trying to stop a car once it’s off the cliff. It’s
best to just ride with it. It’ll be over soon. No point in chastising
yourself either. “You’ll have an opportunity to start again real
soon.” Abraham Hicks jokes.
The point is once you get going on a negative story, the best way to
get through it quickly is to allow rather than resist it.
So, first, allow it, sit with it, accept and see if you can enjoy rather
than resist.
Second, go and have a nap, or distract, and soothe yourself to
lessen the resistance.
**Importantly, (and this might seem odd for a Psychologist,
Counsellor, Healer to say) please ... DON'T talk to someone else
about it. You will only get confirmation and agreement of your negative vibes and keep it in your heart. DON'T beat the drum of bad.
Third, during your normal day do deliberate feel good activities like
meditation, laughing, walking on the beach, watching sunsets and
sunrises, sitting in the grass and cultivate a dominant feeling of well
-being.
**Please DO go to see a Psychologist, Counsellor or Healer to help
you with step 1 and 3. To practice letting go and feeling good. Get
tools and skills and strategies, to stay healthy, connected and
well. NOT using them to justify your life's dis-ease.
Then when you have resistance or a situation come up, that doesn’t
feel good, you know how to reset yourself back on course. Your
negative emotion is a gift from the Universe. It tells you there is
some tweaking to do in your vibration to move forward. Your
vibrational world improves when you have a fit of negative
emotion.
Are you ready to move towards your desires or will you continue to
stand in justification of not having what you want?
Blessings Pip xxx
Contact Pip at 0437 670 820 or go to her website:
www.pipcoleman.com
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Correct tyre care, maintenance and selection can greatly enhance
your safety on the road this winter.
Make sure your tyres have adequate tread depth to keep you safe
and legal.
Ensure your tyres are properly inflated and checked at least once a
month and before any long journeys.
Check the condition of your tyres by looking for any lumps, bulges
or cracks and remove any objects embedded in the tread.
When checking the tread, pressures and condition, don’t forget the
spare.
Consider fitting winter weather tyres for the whole winter period.
At temperatures below 7 degrees they provide much better safety
and grip.
Remove wheels or jack the weight off any vehicles’ tyres that will
not be used over the winter months such as caravans, horse-floats
or motorcycles
Visit your local tyre dealer for a tyre safety check.

Winter driving: Extreme weather and poor light can make driving
dangerous in the winter months. Make sure you adjust the way
you drive by following these steps. Maintain a safe distance to the
car in front, it takes twice as much distance to stop in the rain.
Turn headlights on: In fog or snowy conditions, use fog lights
instead of setting your headlights on high beam. Avoid large puddles. Avoid unnecessary travel in heavy rain. Driving in snowy conditions requires a lot of concentration and patience. Stay calm if
you’re stuck in a long queue and always follow road signs and directions given.
Before you take off: Check road conditions by visiting Vic Traffic or
downloading the Vic Traffic app. Make sure your car battery is in
good condition and that the air conditioning system is working
properly. Anti-freeze is recommended in your radiator. Pack your
sunglasses if you’re heading to the snow.
As you drive: Drive cautiously with two hands on the wheel and
steady pressure on the accelerator. Brake with steady pressure.
Avoid braking when cornering. Fit chains to your tyres when
advised or if the road looks icy. Engage low gear when you drive
down a mountain. If you hit ice, remain calm and apply the brakes
gently to slowly regain traction. At night, only use low beam lights.
High beams do not work in high mist areas. If you can’t see, pull
over, put on your hazard lights and keep your engine running.
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Parking: Leave the car in gear with front wheels turned away from
slopes. Reverse into a car park or make sure you can drive out
forward. Poor vision makes reversing out of car parks dangerous.
Black ice: You cannot see black ice. It generally forms at night, in
the early mornings or on sections of the roads that haven’t been
exposed to sunlight, like under tree cover. Take the following steps
to minimise risk:
1. Check for black ice warnings by visiting Vic Traffic or downloading the Vic Traffic app.
2. Delay your trip if you can to avoid icy conditions. If you have to
drive, allow plenty of time. If possible, use a car equipped with
Electronic Stability Control (ESC). Braking takes longer in icy
conditions so always allow for plenty of room between you and the
car in front. Slow down and be patient.
3. If you hit black ice, you will have little or no control over your
vehicle.
4. Until you clear the patch of ice, use the accelerator, brakes and
steering as little as possible.

Phillip Island Tyre & Service Centre

Phillip Island Tyre and Service Centre are a family owned business
located in Cowes who have been operating for nearly 16 years.
They really enjoy building lasting relationships with their customers
and getting to know them. They pride themselves on providing
honest and personalised service to all their valued clients.
They specialise in tyres so can expertly advise what is the best tyre
for your car / 4wd and within your budget. They sell all major tyre
brands, specialising in Bridgestone Tyres at competitive prices.
They are VACC approved and do log book servicing for new vehicles
as well as mechanical repairs.
Phillip Island Tyre and Service Centre also sell Australian made
Century Batteries at great prices and they can provide Roadworthy
Certificates for cars and 4wds.
They can also replace & repair exhausts, brakes etc so they have all
your car care needs covered. See them at 101 Settlement Road,
Cowes or give them a call on 5952 1480.
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When designing a new garden or making alterations to your
existing garden, always think about creating consistency in your
plant selection. An easy trap to fall into is to go to your local
plant supplier or hardware store and pick out a bunch of random
plants that take your fancy while strolling through the nursery
section. Without a proper theme to your garden and plant
selection you will invariably end up with a hotch potch selection
of plants that don’t belong or grow well together and the result
will be a messy and unorganised garden. For example, Yukka’s
and Hydrangeas typically do not mix well while Magnolias and
Gardenias compliment each other nicely. The same can be said
for hedges; achieving a consistent look by repeating the same
tree variety in a hedge compared to using a handful of different
trees that all merge together with different colours, textures,
heights and rate of growth which ends up giving you a focal
point in your garden for all the wrong reasons! If your goal is to
achieve a very natural and free flowing garden, then look at
incorporating curves and grasses while utilising the natural
contours of the land. If that’s your theme, stick to your theme.
The same can be said for contemporary, coastal, modern, native
and formal garden styles - each has its own appeal but can be
thrown out by the inclusion of a rogue species. Keep it
consistent! If you don’t know much about plants or planting
styles, find a hardy and easy to grow variety such as Lomandra or
Arthropodium and plant them en masse. This is a really effective
way to achieve a beautiful looking garden without the extensive
plant knowledge of a professional landscape designer.

If you’ve been waiting for the best time to transplant some trees or
shrubs in your garden, now is the time! Winter means most plant
varieties aren’t trying to produce flowers or vigorous growth so the
plant’s energy can focus on adapting to its new home. When
transplanting, remember to protect the root ball as much as possible. This means when digging your plant, try to keep the roots in
tact and retain as much original soil as you can. Also be realistic
with the size of the plant or tree you intend to transplant, larger
trees are very heavy and with the added weight of soil and large
roots the task can be quite onerous and even dangerous! When
assessing your plant to be relocated, remember a younger plant is
much more receptive to being moved than a mature plant that’s
been in the same location for many years. For the best chance of
survival, be sure to dig your new hole twice the size of the root ball,
add fresh soil, a layer of mulch and water in well. Repeat watering
will also help keep the roots moist which is especially important
over the first few weeks while the plant establishes. If you’re having
doubts about the existing health of your plant or tree, remember it
is sometimes a much better option to buy a new, healthy and
happy plant that will thrive in your intended location instead of
starting off sick and continuing to be lacklustre for the remainder of
its life in your garden.
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Subsidised Marketing Support For Your Business
COVID recovery packages are now available for local
businesses through Destination Phillip Island which
allows businesses to showcase themselves on three
different official tourism websites for free for 12 months.
(You must register befoe August 31 2020 to be eligible).
The three different websites are visitphillipisland.com,
visitbasscoast.com and visitvictoria.com*
A listing on these three official tourism sites is being

offered for 12 months for free and is normally valued at
$480.
The Tourism Board wants to show visitors what our
region has to offer by showcasing as many attractions,
accommodation options, tours, restaurants, shops, bars
etc as they can on these websites.
Destination Phillip Island, along with local government
partner Bass Coast Shire Council and Visit Victoria, have
launched this fully subsidised marketing support package
available to all businesses within the Phillip Island/San
Remo region that would normally benefit from visitors.
Just complete the form online at destinationphillipisland.org.au and they will email you with your unique
ATDW Coupon Code within 1 – 2 business days and
requirements to list on the regional sites.
The Coupon Code allows you to create an ATDW listing at
no cost.
Register now as applications close on August 31.
*visitvictoria.com subject to approval.

Book
Reviews
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By Turn The Page Bookstore,
40A Thompson Avenue, Cowes
Phone 59521444

To all our customers and friends, during these unusual times we will still be here and can take phone or email
orders or through social media and home deliver what you need. Also check out our new website through the
link below. Telephone: 5952 1444
Email: info@turnthepagebookshop.com.au
Facebook: Turn the Page Bookshop
Website: https://www.turnthepagebookshop.com.au/

Untamed: Stop Pleasing,
Start Living

The Henna Artist

By Glennon Doyle

RRP $29.99

By Alka Joshi

RRP $35.00

For many years, Glennon Doyle denied her discontent. Then,
while speaking at a conference, she looked at a woman across
the room and fell instantly in love. Three words flooded her
mind- There. She. Is. At first, Glennon assumed these words
came to her from on high but soon she realised they had come
to her from within.
This was the voice she had buried beneath decades of numbing
addictions and social conditioning. Glennon decided to let go of
the world's expectations of her and reclaim her true untamed
self. Soulful and uproarious, forceful and tender, Untamed is
both an intimate memoir and a galvanising wake-up call. It is
the story of how one woman learned that a responsible mother
is not one who slowly dies for her children, but one who shows
them how to fully live. It is also the story of how each of us can
begin to trust ourselves enough to set boundaries, make peace
with our bodies, honour our anger and heartbreak, and unleash
our truest, wildest instincts.
Untamed shows us how to be brave. And, as Glennon insists,
'The braver we are, the luckier we get.'

Escaping from an abusive marriage, seventeen-year-old Lakshmi
makes her way alone to the vibrant 1950s pink city of Jaipur.
There she becomes the most highly requested henna artist-and
confidante-to the wealthy women of the upper class. But trusted
with the secrets of the wealthy, she can never reveal her own.
Known for her original designs and sage advice, Lakshmi must
tread carefully to avoid the jealous gossips who could ruin her
reputation and her livelihood. As she pursues her dream of an
independent life, she is startled one day when she is confronted
by her husband, who has tracked her down these many years
later with a high-spirited young girl in tow-a sister Lakshmi never
knew she had.
Suddenly the caution that she has carefully cultivated as
protection is threatened. Still she perseveres, applying her
talents and lifting up those that surround her as she does.
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COMPOSITION IN PHOTOGRAPHY – LAYERS
Every type of photography can be impacted by using Layering. Layering gives our two dimensional image a three
dimensional feel and makes them come alive.
When we take a photo we are capturing a three dimensional world on a flat two
dimensional piece of paper. To create the three dimensional effect in a two dimensional
image it helps to include layers in your composition. Putting your subject between layers
immediately gives the feeling of three dimensional. It also allows the viewer to feel they’re
part of the scene.
To create a photojournalistic image is to create a story at a glance. This takes awareness of
surrounding elements to combine them into one compelling composition. Knowing and
using compositional tools will instantly improve your photography.

Warley Wrecking by Dave Cook (Using a
layer to add depth and tell a story).

There are different ways of incorporating layers into your photography. Four examples are with objects, with movement, with scenes
within scenes and with people.
In documentary style, when photographing people look for vegetation to include in front to give a sense of place.
Incorporating movement into your image tells a story of what is happening and what will follow.

Remember When by Rhonda Buitenhuis
(Using layers of people and vegetation to
give a three dimensional feeling).

By changing position and perhaps pulling back, you might see a scene within a scene.
Using people as layers in composition is just as effective as using inanimate objects. It
just takes the right combination of people to tell the story.
So next time you’re out taking photos, remember to add the compositional rule of
Layering to help make your images stand out.
If you found this article of interest and would like to learn more please go to http://
www.phillipislandcameraclub.com.au/contact/
Or for more information on Phillip Island Camera Club phone Susan on 0408 136 717
Ref: https://thelenslounge.com/tip-layers-in-composition/
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Calamari reports have continued to be all over the place and hard
to get a read on the best time or spot to go to catch them. We
have seen several good catches and quality calamari but it’s just
the consistency that hasn’t been there, land or boat. All of the
usual spots from the land or from the boats has produced them
and I suggest just head to where you would usually go and be patient. It has been a mixture of baited and artificial jigs that has
been working and often people will have both out at the same
time.
The uncertainty of the year continued through June with not
only the fishing but with everything. The hospitality industry was
just about to welcome back a worthwhile amount of people and
at the last minute had the rug pulled and are now back to
hardly meeting the bills with difficult times to come. It is the
same for every business on the island with uncertainty around
what the up-coming tourist season will look like as we get closer
to spring which makes planning very difficult. It’s a different
time for all and many retail businesses like ours actually do all
our seasons stock ordering through this winter period. The
problem this year is most suppliers have no idea what or how
much stock they are actually going to be able to get. So like
many, our ordering will be postponed and a little different with
the possibility of stock shortages later in the season. So next
time you go to a shop that is low on stock there is a real possibility that there is nothing they can do about it at the moment. I
have had several comments from customers about being told,
when going out to eat somewhere that they were given a time
to be out by. Don’t forget this is nothing to do with them not
wanting your patronage, but more about trying to be open and
survive with the restricted numbers.
Probably shouldn’t mention it but, the weather through June
has been almost perfect with more days of light winds and
sunshine than a typical winter. It is a bit on the cool side and the
time of the year for gentlemen’s hours fishing but well worth
the effort to be out in the sunshine. The surprising part is that
most places have already had their average yearly rainfall with
some of our wettest months to still come. We are already past
the shortest day, one month of winter down so lets hope the
sunshine and calm conditions continue all the way to Christmas
and beyond.
A lot of the fishing turns to land based at this time of the year
with boats packed up for the cooler months. We have seen that
over the last couple of weeks with plenty standing on the surf
beaches, especially on those days of light winds and sun. The
fishing reports have been mixed and we have had just as many
reports of whale sightings from those fishing. The salmon sizes
are a little on the smaller side and the average is around 500
grams with the odd 1kg or better showing up. Reports have
come from all surf beaches, on the island and off, the best beach
has been the beach with the least amount of weed on the day.
We did get a couple of reports from the rocks at Kilcunda of flathead and small pinkies with one just size gummy.

Pinkies must be in the millions in the bay with those fishing midJune reporting that no matter where they went all they could
catch was small pinkies. Most told us that it was difficult to get a
bigger bait down or to fish for anything else. You had to do a lot of
travelling to find that corner where the pinkies weren’t. There
were plenty of yakkas, couta and pike showing up for those who
don’t mind eating them or were out chasing some fresh baits for
the freezer. Any bigger fish, gummies or bigger pinkies/snapper
that were reported came from after the sun went down which
seemed to be after the pinkies bed time.
Whiting were challenging but once you worked them out the
quality was well worth the effort of searching and time. They
weren’t the longest we have seen or the biggest bag fulls of them
but the quality of whiting with their thicker fat layer makes them
one of the best table fish for this time of the year. Bit like the
calamari, no spots really stand out and just pick your favourite and
work around that area.
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Brain Food

Vibe Sudoku
126
Each row,
column and sub
-box must have
the numbers
1-9 occurring
just once.

Find all the answers & solutions to Puzzles
& Quiz on page 18 (No peeking!)

Vibe Quick Crossword 126
Across
1
7
8
9
10
12
14
16
19
20
21

Down
1
Loose fitting (5)
Without shoes (10)
2
Customs (7)
Feeling troubled (8)
Destiny (4)
Become wide open (4) 3
4
Normal (8)
Twelve months (4)
5
Bird of prey (5)
Heavenly (7)
6
Tiny insects (6)
Eating places (11)
11
Baby’s bed (8)
Without direction (7)
12
Dried grape (6)
Mark (4)
13
Serviettes (7)
Oven (4)
15
Of the moon (5)
Wedding (8)
17
Covered in baked clay
pieces (5)
Found fault (10)
18
A long poem steeped
in heroics (4)

TRIVIA QUIZ
1. What is the capital of
Finland? 2. The tallest
building in the world is
located in which city? 3.
What is the national animal
of Scotland? 4. Which city hosted the Olympics in
the year 2000? 5. How many children does Queen
Elizabeth have? 6. What currency is used in Mexico?
7. What does the Latin word Tempus mean in
English? 8. What’s longer, a nautical mile or a mile?
9. What is Postman Pats surname? 10. Which 2014
Seth Rogan film caused the North Korean
government to threaten action against the United
States?

Paul Chipperfield,
aka Chippa, is a very
well respected
member of the
Phillip Island
community. At 23yrs
he lost half his right
leg below the knee
in a boating accident. Don't think for a minute that stopped him in
his tracks. He went on to living a full life with many great friends,
eventually settling down on the island and buying his own house which
he now shares with his loving and caring wife Jenny. Jenny works as a
PCW at Grossards Aged Care Home and has also worked tirelessly
raising money for cancer research, having lost too many close friends
and family to this disease.
Sadly a few weeks ago Chippa had an accident whilst in his wheelchair
and is now looking at months of rehab and at this stage there is no
guarantee that he will ever walk again. As you can imagine, this has
both Chippa and his wife Jenny feeling highly stressed and anxious. Paul Chipperfield was one of our local Vline drivers and is and
has always been known as a bubbly, friendly, funny person who is
always willing to help wherever he can. He is a big loveable teddy bear
and very loyal. He also drove the bus for the kids who attend the Bass
Coast Specialist School.
If you can spare any change or a couple of dollars to help Chippa and
Jenny out, they are very humbled and grateful. All money goes
directly to helping organize ramps and anything else that is needed for
Chippa to be able to come home when the rehabilitation hospital says
he is ready. It also goes to help cover general expenses like petrol
when Jenny can visit Paul in Melbourne. There is a GoFundMe page at
www.gofundme.com/f/small-helping-hand-for-paul which you can
donate directly to, or you can donate at any one of 3 tins around town
at IGA, The Corner Takeaway and Island Eats.
On behalf of all Paul and Jenny Chipperfield's family and friends, thank
you for your help and beautiful soul.
Article submitted by Liza Lee.
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Surf News by Ed Amorim
(@prosurfcoaching)
Right size boots
Totally agree with my friends from Rip Curl Phillip Island Surf that
boots need to feel good from the start. Not too big, not too small. If
they hurt, ask for a size up. When you’re in the shop, try doing pop
up movements simulating your surf and see how they feel before
you buy. Sometimes if they hurt it can cause poor concentration,
reduced circulation or even leg cramps. Black nails and more. Try
for al least 3 to 5 minutes before you buy.
All life matters
The sun is the same for everyone. One world, no black, no white,
no yellow or red. Just people. The world is already complicated.
Let’s just be people and that’s it.
Attention
Over the next few weeks please take extra care travelling to and
from Phillip Island looking for waves. There are lots of road works
with traffic delays on the main road. The roundabout construction
is a good thing that will make life easier for locals and visitors.
World Ocean Day
This is an international day that takes place annually on June 8. The
concept was originally introduced in 1992 by Canada's International
Centre for Ocean Development and the Ocean Institute of Canada
at the Earth Summit – UN Conference on Environment and
Development in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Let’s keep protecting the
ocean so the ocean keeps looking after us too.
Good news
This week our partners @kanduiresort announced they will reopen
Magic Island again keeping our dreams alive for our next surf
camps possibly in November 2020. Good luck and a big hug to all
our friends from there.
Happy international SURF DAY
Thank god surf day is every day. Magic, addictive, divine, royal,
necessary and unique. Thanks to the SURF for bringing us together
and making a difference in our lives. Let’s keep the ocean clean and
healthy so we can always have a wave to drop and feed our soul.
Surf simulator training
Every week from now on we have a small group for our Smoothstar
2 hr beginner, intermediate and advance surf simulator skate
lesson. We will be running Sundays at 2 pm at the Newhaven skate
park (close to the bridge). This will be a very special training session
using a new vertical element to boost your surf game to the next
level and help with exercises to connect upper and lower body. The
next week we are fully booked but if you are interested please
leave a message so we can invite you for our next one soon.
How to surf in the pandemic
It’s time to go surfing, so are you ready to go? If you’re not 100%
sure that you’re not sick, don’t leave home and risk spreading it.
Secondly, check your equipment. If it’s all good head to the beach,
check the conditions, make sure you’re fit enough to go for it and
try to find easy waves to start with. Remember that you lost a bit of
ability so take it easy, preferably with a bigger board and with a bit
more flotation than normal so you will paddle better and take the
waves easier. Start slowly and build it up. Enjoy it and respect safe
distancing, the numbers of people around you and using good
sense. Now get out there, good luck and good waves.

Trish Shilton is a local
gal who wants to share
her vision and
encourages you to get
on board. During
lockdown, amongst so
much disruption and
distress, we also saw
many silver-linings, such
as slowing down, being
creative, reconnecting with ourselves and the planet.
Vision4humanity is about taking a moment to reflect on
those silver-linings and imagine a better world. We want you
to capture and communicate your vision through the
medium of a simple artwork created by you and shared with
the world.
Not an artist – No problem
Can’t draw – No problem
Got no paints – Don’t worry
Are an artist – Fabulous! Help us to lead the way
We want everyone to be included, you do not need to be an
artist to participate. Vision4humanity is about inspiring a
better life by sharing ideas and insights. A stick figure is
powerful when it is supported by an inspiring idea or story.
Join Trish Shilton as she shares her passion for
vision4humanity. The short Introduction video is for artists,
non artists, absolutely anyone who wants to fuel their
creativity. Trish is all about fun and inspiration so check the
link below and watch Trish's introduction video.
The Mind Gallery have been helping corporate teams to
paint their visions for over 20 years and we are bringing that
process to you, at no charge. It is easy, and fun, and you
can do it on your own or as part of a team. The mini workshop video will guide you through a very simple process that
will help bring your vision into clear focus, and then bring it
to life as a fabulous work of art. If you already have a clear
vision and an artwork ready to go, skip the workshop and go
straight to https://mindgallery.com.au/vision4humanity/
See Webpage for instructions on how to be involved and
upload your artwork. If you are an artist this is a great
opportunity to showcase your work.
https://mindgallery.com.au/vision4humanity/
You can also find us on:
https://instagram.com/the.mind.gallery/
https://Facebook.com/themindgallery/
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Let’s get cooking

Puzzle Solutions

Simple and delicious recipes from
Paul at Hill Top Farm Butchers

Slow cooked
beef in red wine
What you need:
1 kg Diced Beef Chuck

4 cups Chicken Stock

1 1/2 teaspoons Salt

1 Onion, quartered

1 teaspoon Black Pepper

2 Bay Leaves

3 tablespoons Flour

4 sprigs Thyme

1 tablespoon Olive Oil

4 medium Carrots

1/4 cup Tomato Paste
2 cups Dry Red Wine

chopped
500g baby potatoes

What to do:
Place the beef chuck, flour, salt and pepper in a bag
and toss to coat beef. In a frying pan fry beef in oil
until golden brown then place beef and vegetables in
a slow cooker. Pour the wine into the frying pan to
deglaze and then pour into slow cooker. Add the
rest of ingredients and stir well. Set timer on
medium and cook for 5 to 6 hours.

Quiz Solution 126
1. Helsinki 2. Dubai 3. Unicorn 4. Sydney 5. 4 - Charles, Andrew,
Ann and Edward 6. Peso 7. Time 8. Nautical mile (it’s 1.15 miles)
9. Clifton 10. The Interview
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This work is copyright. Apart from any use permitted under the
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Don’t miss out
Offer ends
July 31

10/95 Marine Parade
San Remo Ph 5678 5361
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